Postnatal development of corticotropin releasing factor-like immunoreactive amacrine cells in the rat retina.
The postnatal development of the corticotropin releasing factor-like immunoreactive (CRF-LI) amacrine cells was investigated in the Long-Evans rat retina. The pattern of development of CRF-LI cells was studied by immunohistochemistry, their cell number and density throughout the first two weeks of postnatal development were analyzed, and correlative measures of CRF-LI content were obtained using radioimmunoassay (RIA). The overall pattern of CRF-LI development, as revealed by either method, is characterized initially by faint staining and low content, respectively, which began to increase in staining intensity and content until a peak was reached around postnatal day (PD)-15, the time of eye opening. In determining cell number and density, emphasis was placed on the relationship between the development of CRF-LI neurons in the inner nuclear layer (INL) and that in the ganglion cell layer (GCL). Such quantitative analyses revealed a series of dynamic shifts in the distribution of CRF-LI cell density in both a horizontal orientation and a vertical orientation prior to PD-15. Horizontally, the shift involved a center-to-periphery density gradient which disappeared progressively as the retina matured. Vertically, a reciprocal change in total cell number occurred; the number of CRF-LI cells in the INL decreased while that in the GCL increased. These changes stabilized by PD-15 and, by PD-19, the CRF-LI cells appeared morphologically mature.